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the service is set to launch in 40 cities in the fourth quarter. available in manhattan, brooklyn, staten island and the new jersey metropolitans digital market, the service was developed by tbs, turner broadcasting and time warner cable. as a point of comparison, hbo go, the online video offering from
time warner, launched on 10 million computers and other devices in october 2010. it has been offered to more than 25 million television subscribers in the united states. discovery communications chairman and ceo, david zaslav, said, “the power of online video is undeniable and we are thrilled to be
a part of hulu’s robust content offering. discover has always been at the forefront of the online video revolution, and through our content and distribution partnership with hulu, we are now in a truly strategic position to have a significant impact on the growth of online video.” to encourage amateur
producers, youtube has launched youtube channelcreators, which allows channels to be created by anyone with a passionfor film and video, no previous experience necessary. the free service,launched in 2007, offers a template to build a channel and a production toolset. youtube, a subsidiary of

google, is the no. 1 online video sitein the world and the largest website in the world, with over 100 millionusers. two other independent producers are forging ahead in an effort to allowfor more home-based production. in 2007, imagine tv launched in washington,dc. the company, whose mission is to
inspire kids to create and sharevideos online, offers tools and services that allow individuals to createand share their own online television channel. with a library of nearly 4,000video clips, imagine tv allows users to upload clips and videos fromtheir own home computers to their own website for

viewing on the internet.
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